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For Immediate Release 
 

OSI Laser Diode Launches Pulsed and CW Laser Modules with  
Extended Wavelengths  

 
• New LCW/SCW series of instrument laser modules with wider wavelength 
ranges, from 850 nm to 1650 nm for free-space applications, will be showcased 
in booth #4800 at OFC, San Diego Convention Center, March 10 - 12, 2020. 
 
EDISON, New Jersey – February 27, 2020 – OSI Laser Diode (OSIL), a 
leading global supplier of advanced optoelectronics components, introduces the 
LCW/SCW series of high-power laser modules for pulsed or continuous-wave 
(CW) applications. The modules’ pulsed, high-
peak optical power reaches up to 500 mW and 
the continuous-wave optical power operates up 
to 75 mW. The available wavelengths include 
the new 850 nm, joining the current family of   
1310 nm, 1490 nm, 1550 nm, 1625 nm, and 
1650 nm. 
 
The LCW/SCW series of laser modules are 
designed to meet the performance 
requirements of the optical test equipment market and are available in 
hermetically-sealed, laser-welded packages. Thermoelectric coolers (TECs), 
temperature-sensing thermistors, and back-facet monitors are also packaging 
options for superior wavelength stability over a wide temperature range. With 
single-mode and multimode fiber options, the modules are ideal for free-space 
applications, optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR), spectroscopy, photon 
counting, optical and line-of-sight (LOS) sensors, and talk sets. 
 
OSIL’s LCW/SCW products offer the market flexibility in the specification for your 
exacting instrument laser requirements. The company’s engineering team has 
extensive application knowledge and experience to help determine the best 
device to make projects successful and cost effective. 
 



 
 
OSIL’s manufacturing process offers fast response, reducing lead time of 
component availability. This enables our customers to offer the same benefit to 
their clients. 
 
To view specifications and download OSI LDI’s LCS/SCW series datasheet, go 
to https://www.laserdiode.com/product_pdf/10-4400-0034M_-
_SCW_Data_Sheet_(OTDR)_Instrument_Lasers.pdf. 
 
For more information about OSI Laser Diodes’s full line of optoelectronic 
components, custom and OEM solutions, and/or standard products, please visit 
OSIL’s booth #4800 at OFC, San Diego Convention Center, March 10 - 12, 2020, 
or learn more at www.laserdiode.com. 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE COMPANY: 
OSI Laser Diode, Inc. (OSIL) - www.laserdiode.com, offers a comprehensive 
portfolio of optoelectronic devices, leveraged by extensive opto-assembly 
capabilities and experience. Our technical support team combines with our 
leading innovation, consistent quality, excellence in service, and timely delivery 
to maintain LDI’s reputation as a global leader in the laser diode and photonics 
markets.  
 
The company provides high-quality, high-reliability products and assemblies that 
serve a variety of markets including Test/Measurement, Defense/Aerospace, 
Commercial/Industrial, and Medical. Products include OTDR Lasers, High Power 
Pulsed & CW Lasers, PINFET’s & PINAMPS, Telecom & Industrial Lasers, and 
more. 
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